Beavercreek Township
Zoning Commission
7/08/21
7:30 p.m.
2195 Dayton-Xenia Rd.
Beavercreek, OH 45434
Note taker:

L. Brown, Zoning Inspector

Agenda Topics
Roll Call
Case #761-A

PUD Minor Modification
Stonehill Village (Spindletop)

Case #760-9-A

PUD Minor Modification
River West (Bexley Hills)

Minutes
Adjourn

Staff Report: Case 671-A

Introduction
The Community Development and Risk Department was contacted by County Engineer Stephanie Goff
following a resident of the Spindletop subdivision reaching out to her with a concern. The approved site
plan for the Spindletop neighborhood includes sidewalk that runs parallel to N. Turfland Blvd. which
extends fully to Trebein Rd. As of now, the section of sidewalk between Trebein and Prestonwood Ct.
has not been constructed. The White Barn Trails neighborhood across Trebein has sidewalks that extend
to meet the multi-use path that runs parallel to Trebein. Typically, sidewalks are installed by the home
builder for a giver lot, rather than the developer of the PUD, because installing them before a home is
built means they get damaged during construction of the home. The home at the corner of Turfland and
Prestonwood was completed in late 2020, and the approved site plan requires sidewalks to be
constructed between Trebein and Prestonwood along the sides of N Turfland. The PUD developer,
Nutter Enterprises, was contacted about this issue. Staff spoke with Bob Nutter, who asked to modify
the site plan and not construct these sidewalks. The reason given was that these sidewalks would
encourage pedestrian traffic to cross Trebein, which is a potential safety concern. This led to the
submission of a PUD Minor Modification application by the developer.

Investigation
Staff wanted to investigate the potential safety concerns, as well as speak with the resident who
originally brought the complaint to the Engineer. Staff went and looked at the site along with the Fire
Marshall. We were lucky to run into the resident who brought the issue forward. In speaking with this
resident, Staff learned that he “crosses Trebein all the time” despite “knowing there is signage
prohibiting crossing”. Staff was told that “you could find 10 people who want the sidewalk, and 10
people who don’t” and that it was a divisive issue in the community. Staff believes that, if people are
already crossing Trebein on foot without these sidewalks, then building them would only encourage
additional pedestrian crossings of Trebein. Staff and the Fire Marshall agree that foot crossing of Trebein
should be avoided and discouraged, as traffic moves at 50+ MPH and there are no crossing markings.
Staff has reached out to the County Engineer for her perspective but has yet to receive an opinion. If
Staff receives comments prior to the July 8 meeting, then they will be available to the Commission.

Recommendations and Conditions
Staff recommends approving this PUD Minor Modification. Staff believes this will promote safety and
welfare of the community by discouraging dangerous pedestrian crossings of Trebein Rd. In investigating
this case, Staff was made aware that the current sidewalk ramps at the corners of Turfland and
Prestonwood do not meet Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards. As such, Staff suggests that a
condition be placed on this approval that the aforementioned sidewalk ramps must be made ADA
compliant.

Staff Report: Case 760-9-A

Introduction
Beginning in July/August of 2020, Staff has been in discussion with the Bexley Hills HOA to redesignate a
lot within the PUD from “common open space” to some other designation which better fits the uses
proposed by the HOA. At present, the zoning code requires that “common open space” be kept trimmed
to no taller than 10” of vegetation height so that all residents can enjoy the use of the space. In the lot in
question within the Bexley Hills PUD, this is impractical. When developing the neighborhood, this lot was
used to dispose of all sorts of construction material such as rebar and concrete. This construction waste
was never properly removed before the lot was turned over to the HOA for maintenance. The HOA has
had trouble maintaining the lot ever since. Finding a lawn company to service the lot has been difficult,
and expensive, because standard mowing equipment will not work in the area. “Bushhog” type mowers
are required due to the rocky terrain underneath the vegetation. The HOA has presented a plan to
rehabilitate the area into a “passive recreation” area, which in this case takes the form of a looping
walking path through the lot. The path will be surrounded by new plantings of vegetation designed to
make the area look more natural while still being easier to maintain by the HOA. If this modification is
approved, Staff will no longer be obliged to enforce the 10” vegetation rule, allowing this area to retain
a natural look.
Context
Staff has been working with the HOA for nearly a year to bring this modification to the Zoning
Commission. Staff wanted to ensure that the majority of the residents desired this change. As such, the
results of the HOA vote to make this change are included in the application from the HOA. The design
for the space submitted in the application, in Staff’s opinion, is an excellent compromise that allows the
space to be used by residents without unfairly forcing the HOA to mitigate construction waste which
was improperly left by home builders. Staff encourages these types of community green spaces within
subdivisions, so long as they are well-maintained.
Recommendation
Staff recommends approval of this PUD Minor Modification. The Bexley Hills HOA is going to take this
lemon of a lot and make lemonade out of it. The reason Staff is requiring a minor modification be made
is so that the Zoning Inspector will no long be bound by the Zoning Resolution and can allow the newlyplanted vegetation in the lot to grow above 10” so long as the walking paths are maintained. As such,
we ask the Zoning Commission to place conditions on the approval of this application:
1) The lot shall contain pedestrian paths which are to be kept to a vegetation height of no more
than 8”, with only native grasses to be planted within the walking paths.
2) The vegetation on the “passive recreation” lot shall be kept within the borders of that lot, and
any vegetation encroaching on neighboring lots shall be removed by the HOA
3) The “passive recreation” lot shall be subject to all aspects of the Property Maintenance Code
adopted by the Township, except any provisions regarding vegetation height.

